


In the lands of Brittany, the good King 

Dragon leaves his pregnant queen to 

seek the Plant of Eternity in a hope to 

guaranty peace for ever… 

Roc’h, the God of the Mountains 

guards the plant and petrifies whoever 

dares approach it, and the king is no 

exception. The celestial arrow strikes 

the king and turns him into a statue of 

stone… Soon the new king is born as 

a stone being… and named Maenick 

the Stone Boy! After fighting against 

Baron Dragon for his rights as new 

king, Maenick goes on the quest to 

steal the Plant of Eternity from Roc’h, 

and free his dragon father from his 

curse… only to discover that he is the 

son of the god too! 
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 Maenick the Stone Boy leaves the 

Dragon Kingdom to reunite with his 

god father, Halla, and find him 

sculpting hundreds of boys looking just 

like him! “I just missed you” Roc’h 

explains “and tried to create you again, 

but although I failed, each time a new 

stone being with its own character and 

behaving was brought to live, and I 

enjoyed this incredible diversity…” 

Then war came upon them and all 

leaving things of the island… Baron 

Dragon, the champion of the 

Underworld god, Feu, reclaims the 

land with the powers of the lava!... 

Maenick becomes the elder brother of 

the Stone Boy tribe, and, with Roc’h 

and King Dragon, fight Feu and his 

champion. 

Maenick enjoys peace with Roc’h, and 

goes on sculpting people with 

interesting features. Unlike Roc’h, Jeju 

is an artist, and none of his creation 

looks like the other. Roc’h wonders, 

but hesitates to pour life into them. 

“Maenick, because you are half mortal, 

those beings will have the beauty of  

death, which will make them love with 

a feeling gods do not have, passion, but 

also hate as much as a god can hate… 

You Maenick, and your brothers, will 

have the duty of making sure Love 

always wins over Hate in the heart of 

the People of Brittany.”. But soon 

comes the need to protect the Dragon 

Kingdom from the newly created 

passionate people called Human. 



At first it was just like a noise in the distance. Then from time to time some clouds would come and pour a 

rain that hurts the plants! Even Atao the centuries years old oak could not explained it all. Seasons passed by 

and things only got worse... Despite the worries, life went on and at the eve of automn, all elements of nature 

were celebrating their offsprings. All except one: Atao! By the number of birth, acorn, the old oak gives, 

everyone gets to know how healthy the water sources are. Now all accept the fact that sooner or later water 

pollution is to condemn them too! The quest for a new source starts and, after the old tree gives his final 

advices, animals leaves the plants... Hope of a newly born for Atao fades until the full moon night… up high, 

a little silhouette crawls on the branches… Atao feels it, and soon the plant celebrate the newly born little oak.  

On a New York construction site, a little Crane is born! Liberty is her name, and soon she discovers that none 

of her parents or friends can tell her how finished building looked like since cranes are long gone before 

completion. She swears not to return until she has seven miniatures of famous buildings from seven cities. From 

Paris to New York, from Tokyo to Rio, and Moscow to Cape town and Sydney, Liberty, fights opposition from 

the conservative Worldwide Crane Elders Organization which wants cranes to just work, not think…  

Freedom      boy! 

In New York Museum of Natural History, one of the most precious antique, Joy, an Indian wooden boy 

sculpture, leaves every night his country/section to visit other section/culture. Soon his curiosity has him 

realized that there is another world beyond the walls of the museum. Now, he is all about discovering the real 

world, and finding the country where he comes from. For such will of freedom, the little Indian has to break 

the Laws of the Antique, and act in day light. His quest will have Museum Guards and Antiques Elders chase 

him, and Joy will also be exposed to the greediness of collectors and thieves. But his innocence will lead him 

to his human ancestors and reveal his true nature… one of a real free boy!   

Trashed by its owner, Floppy the diskette is rescued by toys ”dying” for new stories from the internet. Every 

night, Floppy secretly goes to an old computer and downloads tales for the toys and entertains them. All are 

having the fun of their life, until... a global financial crash is blamed on Floppy’s owner, an accountant in a 

major firm. Floppy has three months to prove his owner is innocent, otherwise the home of the toys will be 

taken by public authorities... Surfing information he knew when “working” for his owner, and getting help 

from his old (and new) IT connection, Floppy uses all his tricks from his 30 years online experience. But 

viruses created by powerful new IT devices are waiting to make sure the owner remains guilty!   

 



New york at Xmas... a wealthy lawyer family and... Kitty, the cat! From the day the Mean family decided to get 

rid of “him” on the freeway, life turned to hell. One reason to it: Kitty is no ordinary cat! He spent most of his 

lazy days at the Mean’s house reading books about law… So laws has no secret for Him… He knows his rights, 

and no one can better defend animals’ rights than an animal! Right?!!  

Kitty’s justice is to be a wild revenge which will only end by heading the Mean’s fortune and... rights!!! 

In the deep sea, quietness is a rule until the unexpected happens. Its most secretive specie has one of its member 

dying to go life on TV in a human singing contest! Mool, the little oyster, wants to share his extravagance and 

style with the all world, and “Nothing is gonna stop me!”. That is until Poseidon himself intervenes and bans the 

stubborn Mool from the sea world…  

Alone, the little oyster will still believe in his chance to achieve success in the eyes of all kinds! 

1500 AD. In war ravage Asia, a monk in about to give up on life in the face of such desolation… As he points his 

dagger to his heart and is about  to shove it in, a baby’s cry is heard… It’s a beautiful girl who smiles as soon as 

she feels the warmth of the old man. The monk sees hope, and decides to raise her and teach her the Art of the 

Brush. As she reaches her teens she surpasses her master by achieving the ultimate form in the Art of the Brush: 

whatever she paints comes to life: a bowl of rice, gold, armies… Soon, Warlords hear of her and sent their best 

warriors to capture the gifted young woman… 

A rocket is to be sent to Mars. On its board, the main computer already misses the beauty of Earth, and, after 

take off, decides to crash on the hidden side of the moon… Turning himself into Santa Claus, he creates a 

world of toys fed only with a selection of good information and happy memories from Earth. It is Christmas 

everyday, until, accidentally, one toy visits the side of the moon exposed to Earth.. Waves of human’s worst 

information hit the toy and changes its happy nature into an evil one… Soon, as if a virus was spreading from 

one toy to another, Happy Happy Toy Planet is turned into a war machine, and Santa has to save the Earth 

from destruction on Xmas eve… 

After a real estate development takes over the land of a native American Indian tribe, an Indian made teddy 

bear reincarnates every full moon night the spirit of the crest of the tribe: the Great Grizzly Bear…  

Soon, one after another, disappear what is most precious to the newly established community... Their children!!! 
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